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The meeting held on 1-2 September  2022 at Churchill College, Cambridge, UK, was the 5th meeting 

organised by the RSC’s CICAG and BMCS in a series that started in 2018 as a small one-day meeting at 

Burlington House in London, which over the years has expanded to a two-day meeting with an 

increasing number of delegates. The previous two meetings in 2020 and 2021 were held virtually due 

to the COVID-19 pandemic lockdowns, and this meeting marked the return to an in-person event with 

a broadcast virtual attendance option. The organising committee comprised of Dr Nathan Brown 

(Healx), Dr Samantha Hughes (Co-Chair, AstraZeneca), Prof. Garrett Morris (Co-Chair, University of 

Oxford) and Dr Chris Swain (Cambridge MedChem Consulting).   

 

Around 180 people registered 

for the event including 

delegates, speakers, 

committee members and 

exhibitors, with 130 

registering for in-person 

attendance, and around half 

of the people who registered 

for virtual attendance doing 

so in the week before the 

event. During the meeting, 

questions were taken from the 

audience in the auditorium 

and online via Zoom. There 

were delegates from 22 

different countries, with the 

UK, USA and Switzerland being the top three. The male to female ratio was ~60:40, with around 5% 

“other”, or who preferred not to say. Nearly 25% had dietary requirements and this is becoming an 

increasingly important part of the conference planning. 

 

Despite the majority of attendees being from the UK, most were not RSC members; however, among 

students there were an equal number of RSC members and non-members. 
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The 14 speakers were drawn equally from industry 

and academia, half were from outside of the UK, and 

there was an overall gender ratio of six female to 

eight male speakers. At least seven of the speakers 

were early career scientists. The 17 flash poster 

presentations were delivered by five female and 12 

male speakers. The session chairs consisted of three 

female (one early career) and three male chairs. In 

total, 44 posters were submitted; the Academic and 

Industry Poster Prizes were judged by a panel of 

four judges, with even representation across 

industry and academia. The third Poster Prize, the 

People’s Prize, was voted for by in-person attendees.  

 

There was a panel discussion session at the end of day 1. The panel comprised of keynote and invited 

speakers, (Prof. Conor Coley, MIT; Prof. Charlotte M. Deane, MBE, University of Oxford; Prof. Kim 

Jelfs, Imperial; and Dr Teodoro Laino, IBM) as well as a committee member (Dr Nathan Brown), and 

the panel was chaired by Prof. Garrett M. Morris, University of Oxford. The discussion covered a wide 

range of topics, including future directions of AI, how to approach the problem of bias in the data and 

widely used benchmarks, and incorporating inductive bias into AI models when we know something 

about the underlying physics. 

 

The conference schedule, abstracts and some speakers’ slides are available online. 

 

Teodoro Laino from IBM Zurich, Switzerland, gave the first keynote lecture From a Combination of 

Chemical Synthesis and Automation to Enzymatic Design: the Many Opportunities of Language 

Models in Chemistry.  

Summary by Chris Swain, Cambridge MedChem Consulting, UK. 

 

Whilst graph-based methods for encoding chemical structures have proved popular in machine 

learning, natural language processing (NLP) in organic chemistry has been a very effective way for 

capturing chemical knowledge and building models of chemical processes. NLP has proved very 

successful in tasks such as language translation and the approach was to use a similar process, mapping 

a text sequence that represents the reactants to a text sequence representing the product. In this case 

the text sequence representing the chemistry used the SMILES notation. This approach is in contrast to 

other approaches that use hand-coded rules or templates to extract data from published literature. 

 

Most of the training data had been previously extracted from patent data1 and Pistachio. The limited 

amount of publicly accessible reaction data was also emphasised by Connor Coley in a later talk, in 

particular the lack of negative data.  
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They then used a deep-learning model based on the transformer architecture2 to translate the largely 

unstructured experimental procedures into synthesis actions.3,4 The molecular transformer was shown 

to outperform all other published algorithms in reaction prediction. 

 

In the case of retrosynthesis the proposed route to the target is described as a retrosynthetic tree in 

which the target molecule is successively fragmented to get to simple, easily accessible small molecules. 

Whilst this simple scheme is useful it would be better if it was annotated with the complete 

experimental protocol. The synthesis actions provide a simplified description of the experimental 

protocol. This structured format is particularly automation-friendly and has been used to develop the 

RoboRXN, an autonomous chemical laboratory.  

 

These tools are all available online and the code is available on GitHub.  
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Héléna Gaspar from Benevolent AI, UK, spoke about Global and Local Experts for Molecular Activity 

Prediction. 
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Summary by Noel O’Boyle, Sosei Heptares, UK. 

 

When developing Quantitative Structure-Activity Relationship (QSAR) models, there is a choice 

between developing a global model or a local model. Global models including all of the available data, 

or perhaps a diverse selection thereof, are intended to be applicable to any compound and are especially 

useful when we don’t know the series in which we are interested. Local models are built on a more 

localised set relevant to a particular series and can give better performance if within their domain of 

applicability. Typically you would have several local models to cover the series present in a project. For 

Hit ID, a global model is more useful; later on as a project progresses, local models become of more 

interest. However, a problem with local models is to know which local model to apply for a particular 

compound. 

 

In the QSAR literature in the early 2000s, there were several papers comparing global and local models. 

There was the rise of the AutoQSAR approach, building all possible models and choosing amongst 

them in an automated pipeline. An alternative is to use ensemble learning, which might be a consensus 

(average or majority voting), or by combining expert predictions either from pre-defined experts or by 

weighting predictions. But how to learn the weights? 

 

In the approach described by Gaspar et al.1 there are several experts. The ‘gate’ takes the molecule as 

an input and assigns weights to the experts and we have a weighted average of predictions. The gate 

learns the parameters. This ultimately gives rise to implicitly localised experts in contrast to explicitly 

localised experts, where the problem space is partitioned a priori. An example of this is the paper by 

Dörgő et al.2  Gaspar et al.’s approach was different ‒ it can also be extended for the multi-label case, 

where activity is predicted against several proteins and each expert focuses on one protein. 

 

The chemical series or scaffold is described by a SMARTS pattern. These can be hand-defined or can 

use automatic series detection algorithms (AutoSMARTS in Gaspar et al.’s paper). This is similar to the 

approach described by Kruger et al.,3 a tree-based method. Also implemented was a kNN-based 

method similar to that of Hattori, et al.; 4 however they don’t use a similarity measure but rather discard 

it if it matches. The two algorithms provide similar results, and they usually use the tree-based one ‒ 

both are very fast. 

 

Using a dataset from ChEMBL, the tree-based method was applied to find a top chemical series of 

interest. Time-splitting was used. The training set contained a mixture of molecules that matched or 

didn’t match the pattern, while the validation and test sets just contained molecules that matched the 

pattern. Several experiments were carried out. One of the main advantages of this method is that you 

can introspect the data; for example, for the one molecule shown, the highest weights were for the first 

two local experts; for another it was a local expert and the global model. When you do this for multiple 

proteins, the model learns to use the right protein spaces. 
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Kim Jelfs from Imperial College, UK, spoke about Remembering the Lab in Computational Molecular 

Material Discovery.  

Summary by Noel O’Boyle, Sosei Heptares, UK. 

 

The Jelfs group work on predicting new materials such as supramolecular materials, host-guest 

materials and materials built from organic building blocks. One area of interest is porous molecular 

materials. These don't have extended molecular bonding in 3D dimensions (like MOFs), they just pack 

together in the solid state. A distinction exists between extrinsic porosity ‒ classical example is dianin 

‒ and intrinsic porosity, where there is a cavity. Metal-organic polyhedra, calixarenes, imine cages, 

boronate cages are examples. These tend to have a few 100 m2 per g of surface area ‒ but this is not 

record breaking. These are useful for sensors or molecular separation, and are typically soluble in 

common solvents. 

 

Jelfs et al. were trying to assist their experimental collaborations with predictions in a few areas. Given 

two structures in 2D, they wanted to predict the topology. This can be quite hard. An example was 

shown where completely different topologies occur despite very similar amines (five-membered vs six-

membered rings). Another question is whether the structure is ‘shape persistent’, i.e., does it require 

the solvent to maintain porosity? The majority of systems (95%) are not shape persistent and it would 

be useful to be able to predict this. Prediction of solid-state packing is also of interest. They succeeded 

in bringing these parts together as part of a study in 2019 ‒ precursors to molecule prediction to crystal 

packing prediction. 

 

Beyond the structure, Jelfs described how they also want to predict the properties of the system. These 

are inherently modular systems, and properties of the molecule can be used to predict properties of the 

solid state. They have developed the open source pyWindow software, which is used to quantify how 

many windows are observed during an MD simulation. It is designed to analyse the structural 

properties of molecular pores (porous organic cages) as well as MOFs and metalorganic cages. Jelfs also 

described the development of stk (‘Supramolecular toolkit’), software that can automate the assembly 

and testing of supramolecular systems. This allows the assembly of cages in different topologies and 

can also consider chirality. It uses RDKit and is open source on GitHub. 

 

Using a neural network for polymer screening, they were able to identify trends. In predicting shape 

persistence, they needed to generate their own dataset computationally, consisting of 63K polymers in 

a variety of different topologies. While they tried neural networks, it turned out that random forest was 

just as good, overall having 93% accuracy within class. A graph neural network was used to understand 

collapse, and this improved the prediction. Attribution scores and integrated gradients were used to 

highlight which parts of the molecules were prone to collapse. 

 

Jelfs et al. wanted to incorporate ease of synthesis, and asked experimental collaborators to score 

potential precursors, asking, “can you make 1g of this compound in less than five steps?” They built a 

machine learning model using that data.1  

 

Jelfs then moved on to the topic of polymer membranes for separation, specifically PIMs: Polymers of 

Intrinsic Microporosity. PIMs have a spiro group, while the polymer chains are rigid and contorted and 

could be used to separate CO2 and N2, for example. Unfortunately, there is not a lot of data, as only 200 
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or so have been reported. However the Membrane Society of Australasia had gas separation data for a 

whole variety of polymers. Generally, while wanting high permeability (for fast separation), and high 

selectivity (for clean separation), this leads to a trade-off because as soon as permeability is increased 

(pores are made larger), selectivity is lost (which requires smaller pores). As the datasets are sparse, an 

imputation method was used to fill in the gaps. A prediction method was built with Bayesian linear 

regression. They made predictions of promising historical (known) polymers, and found an example 

which was missing from the database but had actually been reported in the literature as useful for 

separation. 
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Julien Michel from the University of Edinburgh, UK, spoke about Hybrid Alchemical Free Energy / 

Machine-learning Methodologies for Drug Discovery.  

Summary by Noel O’Boyle, Sosei Heptares, UK 

 

Free Energy Perturbation (FEP) pipelines for the estimation of relative binding free energy are evolving. 

Such calculations take about 10 CPU hours per compound pair. Given this expense, how can one 

enhance the data from the simulation after the simulation is over? 

 

With standalone FEP there is an approximate energy function. If the error for this was known, then it 

could be corrected retrospectively. The Michel group have developed a correction term using machine 

learning (ML). FEP/ML requires a fraction of the training set ML needs to outperform FEP. A pure ML 

method would need a sizable dataset. It is much easier to learn the error, rather than the actual value. 

This was tested on data from SAMPL challenges using a time split. The ML correction term 

retrospectively boosts FEP performance in the SAMPL4 competition. 

 

The state of the art in the network planning stage in FEP is rule-based edge scoring (e.g. LOMAP). This 

is a subjective process, and different results will be obtained depending on which edges are included, 

as some edges are better behaved than others. The issues with rule-based methods are that someone 

needs to come up with the rules, the rules are not perfect, and they may not extend to new areas of 

chemical space. 

The goal of Relative Binding Free Energy (RFBE) network planning is to pick a graph that maximises 

accuracy at a minimal computing cost. You need a spanning tree, but a fully connected tree is too 

expensive. Their hypothesis is that inaccurate edges have large FEP protocol statistical uncertainties. 

When we get the energy, we also get the mean and uncertainty. However, it would be too expensive to 

actually measure this for each edge and so they introduce ML to estimate this. 

 

When creating a training set, it’s hard to construct a sufficiently large set that would be transferable. 

They decided to simplify the problem and mined the literature for congeneric series. They threw away 

the protein information, and grafted the substituent that is changing onto a phenyl ring. Running the 

simulation of the latter in a water box they obtained a measure of uncertainty in FEP. Does it still relate 

to the question of interest? They plotted the uncertainty from FEP vs the uncertainty from the water 

box simulations and showed that changes with large uncertainties in the former also showed large 

uncertainty in the reduced (water box) system. 
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They used a Siamese neural network architecture to encode the molecule with/without the R group. 

They pre-trained the model with a cheap label (delta ESOL), and then used transfer learning to predict 

the uncertainty of the FEP calculation. Prof. Michel showed an application to a TYK2 dataset. They 

looked at different edge scoring protocol methods: star shaped networks were as poor as random edge 

selection, but even a fully connected network does not guarantee best accuracy. The offset measure 

gives the most accurate results based on 1/6 of the edges. Shallow learning (RF) did not perform too 

badly but it was worse. In conclusion, RBFENN has comparable performance to LOMAP rule-based 

scoring, but instead is data-driven. 

 

Miriam Mathea from BASF SE, Germany, spoke on the topic of Machine Learning for Toxicity 

Prediction ‒ Applications at BASF. 

Summary by Nathan Brown, Healx, UK. 

 

One of the most challenging aspects of effective molecular design, other than general potency against 

the biology implicated in disease, is the various challenges of toxicity [prediction], which itself is a 

convolution of manifold characteristics, and even more challenging when dealing with in vivo model 

systems as opposed to in vitro models. Dr Mathea delivered a talk on using machine learning to predict 

toxicity outcomes from in vivo endpoints for targets involved in molecular initiating events of thyroid 

hormone homeostasis. With over two million animals used per year in Germany alone, it is essential 

that the community look to improve our models so that we can reduce this number for ethical and 

economic reasons. 

 

Dr Mathea reported the ChemBioSim approach developed at BASF using conformal modelling 

approaches using a combination of molecular descriptors and biological fingerprint data derived from 

bioassays. Since the bioactivity data was sparse, Dr Mathea introduced predicted data points to 

augment and expand data coverage. The team found that the introduction of the biological descriptors 

significantly improved the predictive performance of their in vivo models. While the team investigated 

a number of different modelling algorithms, they found that Random Forests appeared to work best 

for their use-cases. 

 

Daniel Probst from École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, Switzerland, spoke on the topic of 

Socioeconomic, Environmental, and Scientific Considerations for the Recent Technological Shift in 

Cheminformatics and Computational Chemistry.  

Summary by Hannes Whittingham, AstraZeneca, UK. 

 

Exploring an unusual perspective on the impact of AI in chemistry, Dr Probst examined the external 

issues associated with its growth, discussing hardware inequalities between researchers, 

environmental cost, and reproducibility issues. In particular, he highlighted the extreme and 

exponentially increasing cost of computational hardware for cutting-edge deep learning research. He 

presented evidence that the success and volume of such research are therefore strongly predicted by 

available funding, leading to large inequalities between researchers by nationality, institution and 

industry. Further to this, he showed that the energy requirement to train a single advanced language 

model may be as much as the annual electricity consumption of 1,000 European citizens and run to over 

$1m in cost, which makes it clear both that the environmental impacts cannot be ignored, and that the 

sheer expense of such research prohibits reproducibility.  

 

Charlotte Deane, MBE from the University of Oxford, UK, gave the second keynote talk, titled The 

Power and Pitfalls of Machine Learning in Early Stage Drug Discovery. 



Summary by Samantha Hughes, AstraZeneca, UK.  

 

Day two of the conference began with a keynote lecture by Prof. Deane, covering the application of 

machine learning in early stage drug discovery, using structure-aware models. The first part of the talk 

focussed on the prediction of binding and strength of binding, with Prof. Deane asserting that these 

aspects are not well predicted. She described DenseFS1 a method for structure-based virtual screening 

which uses a convolutional neural network (CNN) model based on the DenseNet architecture. CNNs 

are suited to this challenge because of their usefulness in image recognition. In DenseFS, determination 

of binding is reframed as a computer vision problem.   

 

In the first step, the binding site from input 3D protein-ligand complex structures is discretised into a 

grid format, containing information channels belonging to the protein and the ligand. Receptor channel 

descriptors included aliphatic carbon, nitrogen acceptors and sulfur, while ligand channel descriptors 

include aromatic carbons and sulfur acceptors. The binding site is turned into an image via voxels 

which is used as input to the deep-learning architecture and the CNN is trained to predict whether the 

ligand is a binder or non-binder. Validation was performed using the DUD-E database. As the true 

poses were unknown, the models were trained on the top-ranked pose from docking and then tested 

on the top-ranked docked pose and all generated poses using clustered cross-validation: DenseFS 

performed best compared to DenseU (a modified DenseFS), a baseline CNN model and AutoDock Vina 

scores. When applied to a ChEMBL test set, DenseFS dropped in accuracy but was still the best-

performing method tested.  

 

The second part of the talk dealt with removing biases in datasets, citing a paper by Chen et al.,2  

describing deep-learning methods “cheating” at structure-based virtual screening due to hidden bias 

in the DUD-E dataset. The DenseFS method does not allow the user to control the split therefore if there 

is bias in the data, then this could be used by the algorithm to do this splitting. This raised the question 

of does this matter if the model is learning a useful bias? As it is difficult to go back to work through 

the model to find out what it has learned, they investigated this by deleting the protein from the 3D 

input, so that it only comprised the small- molecule information. The results showed the same 

distribution of scores for actives and decoys as the ligand-and-receptor test set, thus they concluded 

that the model has learned to discriminate entirely on the ligands in the dataset due to the biases present 

in the ligands. To counteract this, they associated three new decoys with each active ‒ the decoys have 

the same chemical structure but put a random place in the protein structure through application of a 

random translation, orientation and conformation, to create a new dataset DUD.E-Trans. The new deep 

learning model TransFS trained on this data set is forced to learn from the protein and the physical 

interactions between the protein and ligand.  

 

They tested the influence of bias through the process described earlier (providing only the ligand as 

input) and demonstrated that there was still a signal indicating that they have not completely solved 

the problem but they have made the model a lot better as TransFS performed as well or better than 

their original DenseFS on 13/14 unseen targets from the ChEMBL data set. For kinase targets they saw 

the least difference, as kinases are well represented in the set, while the improvements were the largest 

for targets underrepresented in DUD-E.   

 

They then demonstrated that TransFS assigns importance to both protein and ligand atoms associated 

with interactions, by performing a masking process, i.e. deleting an atom and putting the “1-atom-

deleted” and the full system through the CNN. The CNN score is calculated in the presence and absence 

of each atom and the difference in score is assigned as a ‘masking score’ for that atom. This analysis 



showed that that model recognised as important features from both the protein and ligand that are 

associated with interactions. 

 

The third part of the talk covered molecular design in the receptor pocket and how to encode the protein 

pocket in a suitable way. In fragment-based drug discovery (FBDD), fragment hits are used as the basis 

for designing molecules which bind to the protein with higher affinity. Deep learning based generative 

models are increasingly proposed as an alternative to human design for FBDD. Generative design tasks 

can include scaffold hopping, fragment linking, PROTAC design, R-group optimisation and fragment 

growing as all these approaches change molecules in some way to bind better. They chose a Graph 

Neural Network (GNN), as nodes and edges naturally correspond to atoms and bonds in molecules 

and GNNs capture dependencies between nodes and can thus quantify the effect of adding a given 

functional group to the fragment. Their method was based on a constrained graph variational 

autoencoder framework which, starting with a single fragment, initialises a pool of fragments that can 

be added. At each step, the NN decides which atom should be added and with which bond type, until 

a stop node is sampled. Structural information from the binding site is incorporated through the 

imposition of pharmacophoric constraints which the functional groups must satisfy. Pharmacophoric 

restraints are derived from existing active molecules using software from the Deane group, e.g. 

DEVELOP,3 or extracted directly from the protein target using STRIFE,4  or via the Fragment Hotspot 

API tool.5 STRIFE derives a 1D pharmacophoric profile from the 3D structures, these can be coarse-

grained (i.e. pharmacophoric points only) or fine-grained (pharmacophore points and path distances). 

Generation is done in two stages ‒ an exploration stage with the coarse-grained pharmacophore from 

which a fine-grained pharmacophore profile is generated and used in the subsequent refinement stage. 

Final elaborations are ranked by ligand efficiency. Five metrics were used to assess the generative 

designs 1) validity of structures, 2) uniqueness, 3) novelty, 4) recovery of ground truth structures (i.e. 

the CASF test set), and 5) 2D property filters and attractiveness. Results from the CASF test set showed 

that STRIFE generates a greater proportion of unique and novel elaborations compared to structure-

unaware methods such as Scaffold Decorator and and CReM with slightly lower validity of the 

structures. A live demo of the software was shown, demonstrating that it is fairly simple to setup the 

pharmacophore constraints and run the generative design.    

 

To finish, Prof. Deane described some new work from her group to develop ML methods that 

understand the physics underlying protein-ligand binding, and applied these to identifying binding 

hotspots. They developed PointVS ‒ a group-invariant GNN method to predict binding affinity and 

demonstrated good performance vs other scoring functions. The standard in the field is to use the 

PDBBind General set for training and CASF-2016 as the test set. However an analysis showed that 284 

of the proteins in the CASF-2016 set have >=90% similarity to a protein in the general set, and 273 have 

an identical sequence! They thus set out to debias the training and test sets as far as possible by 

removing any protein with >80% sequence similarity in the CASF-2016 data set. There was a drop in 

performance for all methods on the debiased dataset but greater confidence that the method is not 

simply learning the dataset. 

 

PointVS outperformed the other methods tested. Feature attributions to edges and nodes highlighted 

key ligand-protein interactions as edge “hotspots”. To see if the hotspots from the PointVS method are 

the same as hotspots derived by the Fragment Hotspot API methods, the two methods were applied to 

the same crystallographic fragment screening set: there is some overlap of hotspots identified by the 

two methods. PointVS hotspots were found to generate “better” molecules when incorporated into the 

STRIFE method (described earlier) applied to various SARS-CoV-2 proteins, this is attributed to 

PointVS ranking hotspots better than the noisier Hotspot API method.  
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An Goto from the University of Oxford, UK, spoke about De novo Molecular Design in 3D using 

Available Reagents, Reactions, and Docking in Deep Reinforcement Learning for SARS-CoV-2 Main 

Protease. 

Summary by Ruben Sanchez Garcia, University of Oxford, UK. 

 

Compound optimisation, the process in which new compounds are designed to better satisfy a desired 

set of properties, is one of the most important problems in computational chemistry. Although several 

approaches have been proposed to tackle it, including reinforcement learning (RL) or generative 

models, the problem is far from solved. With the aim of addressing the recurrent limitation of low 

synthetic feasibility designs, Goto et al. proposed RxnDQN, a RL-based method that explicitly 

incorporates chemical feasibility. RxnDQN is based on the MolDQN framework, in which molecules 

are generated applying a set of actions on the initial molecule while aiming to maximise the reward 

that combines the different properties to be optimised such as QED (Quantitative Estimate of 

Druglikeness) or logP. However, contrary to MolDQN, in which the actions operate at the graph level 

(atom or bond addition or removal), RxnDQN action space is defined as a set of well-established 

chemical reactions, thus maximising the chances of suggesting synthetically accessible compounds. In 

addition, they also proposed a hybrid version, RxnMolDQN, in which the action space of MolDQN and 

RxnDQN are combined. 

 

Experiments carried out on ten SARS-CoV-2 Mpro fragments showed that both RxnDQN and 

RxnMolDQN results exhibit far better synthetic accessibility and chemical space coverage than 

MolDQN designs while achieving comparable if not better values for the property being optimised, 

namely QED. RxnDQN was shown to be marginally better than RxnMolDQN in terms of synthetic 

accessibility, but RxnMolDQN showed better chemical space coverage. Finally, a 3D version of 

RxnDQN and RxnMolDQN, in which docking scores are included into the reward function, was shown 

to propose sensible designs with improved ligand efficiencies and excellent levels of synthetic 

accessibility. 

 

Donal O’Shea from the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland (RCSI), Dublin, Ireland, spoke on 

Forecasting Vaping Health Risks Through Neural Network Model Prediction of e-liquid Flavour 

Pyrolysis Reactions. 

Summary by Nathan Brown, Healx, UK. 

 

The recent rise in use of vaping technologies and range of options in the vaping devices together with 

the plethora of different flavour options, has led to some concern over longer term use of these medical 

https://doi.org/10.1021/acs.jcim.8b00350
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0220113
https://doi.org/10.1039/d1sc02436a
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devices, as licensed by the Federal Drug Administration (FDA). Dr O’Shea presented his talk detailing 

the size of the market, 470 brands and 7760 unique flavours, and possible health liabilities, highlighting 

some recent publications in such journals as the NEJM. 

 

Dr O’Shea was motivated to investigate pyrolysis products using machine learning methods due to the 

complexity and time involved in conducting the experiments. Typically, the vaping liquids come in 

two forms, each in with a drug and a carrier/dilutant component: namely THC with Vitamin E acetate 

and nicotine with propylene glycol. In addition to the chemicals under instigation, Dr O’Shea 

highlighted that the vaping devices could often be user-controlled to temperatures from 110‒1000 deg. 

C, with temperatures reaching those that enable thermally driven reactions. 

 

Since the real experimental set up would be too time consuming to explore,1 Dr O’Shea applied 

published machine-learning models, open sourced by Coley et al.2 to predict likely products from 

pyrolysis, resulting in the identification of a set of 7307 products, which was compared with the NIST 

EI-MS database of 33,000 compounds. From this, 1166 molecular mass matches were determined. The 

chemicals identified included 127 with reported acute toxicity, 153 with health biohazard, 225 as 

irritants, 95 not present in the database, and 566 with no hazard reported. Further investigations are 

ongoing for a more comprehensive evaluation of chemical hazards that could arise from pyrolysis 

reactions of these ingredients at high temperatures. 
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Connor Coley from MIT, USA, spoke on Models of Chemical Reactivity to Inform Molecular Design.  

Summary by Samuel Boobier, University of Nottingham, UK. 

Molecular design concerns generating functional molecules with desirable properties. Screening virtual 

libraries can be time-consuming and subject to constraints on the search space explored. Alternatively, 

a range of generative models have been used to explore even larger areas of chemical space.1 Synthesis 

planning is the process of designing a route to a desired molecule from available starting materials. 

Retrosynthesis is the reverse of this process, recursively breaking down a target molecule. There is now 

the focus in retrosynthetic planning of including details such as additives, solvents, and conditions. 

This is particularly important for process chemistry and autonomous laboratories, where very precise 

procedural details are required. In this work, Coley describes the combination of machine-learning-

based molecular generation with synthesis planning to produce molecules via reactions which are 

therefore synthesisable. 

Reaction data sources range from general databases such as USPTO (patent data),2 Pistachio ,3 Reaxys,4 

and CAS/SciFinder,5 on which global models may be built, and more specific high-throughput data 

such as the Merck CN coupling collection6 more suitable for local models. Many datasets are 

proprietary, and the quality of the data is affected by missing values/details, e.g., what were the by-

products in this reaction? A cultural shift is required to encourage companies to release data and provide 

negative examples for machine learning. The Open Reaction database7 is one such effort to produce 

freely available structured reaction data for researchers. 

https://doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1920925117
https://doi.org/10.1039/C8SC04228D


In single step reaction prediction, templates can be inferred from reaction data, where these templates 

are crudely the “rules of chemistry” to determine the allowed chemical transformations. To combat the 

rigidity of these rules, there are also template-free methods which directly relate reactants to products, 

formulated as SMILES-to-SMILES, Graph-to-Graph, and Graph-to-SMILES. The Coley group found 

particular success with Graph2SMILES,8 combining the power of transformer models for text 

generation, with the permutation invariance of molecular graphs. The importance of bias in datasets 

was extensively highlighted in this meeting, and Coley demonstrated that testing via a document split 

(reactions from a single paper are all placed in the test or training set) exhibited a drop in accuracy 

compared to a random split. For multistep retrosynthesis, one step strategies can be recursively 

searched using Monte Carlo Tree Search (MTCS) using reinforcement agent-based learning. Models 

can create pathways indistinguishable from “real” or human routes in a blind A/B preference survey 

of chemists.9 However, the “over the arrow” problem of predicting conditions is lacking in many of 

these studies. 

ASKCOS10 is an open-source tool which can predict partial conditions for retrosynthesis, with search 

time of approximately 15 seconds per target. The conditions are predicted initially as a supervised 

classification problem. Retrospective analysis of the embeddings revealed clustering of similar reagents 

together, adding additional verification to the model. 

A novel method of molecular design was proposed as a deep generative model, which uses synthesis 

planning to filter the potential candidates. In this way, molecules are built up by reaction rather than 

atom so that all additions are actionable. The task is formulated as a single shared task of conditional 

synthetic pathway generation, with a genetic algorithm.11 With the route to the new molecule 

automatically generated, suggested molecules are necessarily synthesisable. 

Data-driven synthesis planning is becoming more widely used and will continue to do so. Synthetic 

predictions need to be precise and actionable, especially for the increasing prevalence of robotic 

systems. Many other challenges remain in the field. Synthesis planning is not yet driving new synthetic 

innovation, rather proposing existing technologies. Additionally, complex natural products are still 

beyond the scope of models. In the future, models will need to be more quantitative than qualitative 

and prospective rather than retrospective. 
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Raquel Rodriguez Perez, NIBR, Basel, spoke on Machine Learning-based Predictions of ADME 

Properties in [the] Pharmaceutical Industry. 
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Summary by Garrett M. Morris, University of Oxford, UK. 

 

One of the key aspects of developing a successful drug rests on predicting its in vitro metabolic 

clearance. Hepatic cytochromes P450 play a key role in metabolic stability, and can be measured in liver 

microsomes, including in human, rat, mouse, dog, monkey and mini-pig. For machine learning, this 

data can be split into more challenging training and test sets by splitting chronologically on registration 

date. 

Low-clearance compounds were defined as having CLint values of <100µL/min/mg, high clearance of 

>300µL/min/mg, and medium-clearance in between. This allowed classification models to be 

constructed; while regression models were also developed to predict the CLint values directly. ML 

models were explored using either extreme gradient boosting (using the xgboost library with either 

Morgan fingerprints or molecular descriptors); or graph neural networks (GNNs) using directed 

message passing (using the chemprop library). Results were presented for XGB, GNN, and multi-task 

GNN classifiers and regression models, and their ability to correctly predict low- and high-clearance 

molecules. While all models achieved very good accuracies (0.82-0.85) for predicting low-clearance 

compounds, their performance was worse for high-clearance compounds (0.55-0.65), with the 

regression models performing slightly better than the classifiers. They also found that ensemble 

predictions did even better than individual models. 

 

Adrian Roitberg, University of Florida, gave the final keynote talk, speaking on the topic of Machine 

Learning for Accurate Energies and Forces in Molecular Systems. Uses in Conformational Searches and 

Free Energy Calculations. 

Summary by Samantha Hughes, AstraZeneca, UK. 

 

Prof. Roitberg spoke on the topic of Neural Network (NN) potentials and their utility for a variety of 

computational chemistry applications. Framing the problem as: “we need practical methods for QM, 

MD etc. and all methods are approximations”. He described the trade-off between accuracy and 

speed/scaling with forcefield methods computationally scaling as order O(N1), semi-empirical methods 

O(N2), DFT O(N3) and highly accurate CCSD(T) methods O(N7); for the last it takes a day for a small 

molecule single state calculation and it is not possible to sample conformational space. Computational 

chemists need energies and forces to be as accurate as possible (as accurate as high level quantum 

calculations) and fast (completed in less than ms). Is it possible to train a machine learning algorithm to 

predict energies and forces within 1kcal/mol given only the structure? Although initially sceptical, he 

concluded that it does work: they have developed ANI, a neural network potential that is as accurate 

as QM and can sample a lot of states due to its speed.  

 

The method is called ANAKIN-ME (a reference to Star Wars), and is known as ANI for short. The model 

was trained on structures and absolute energies from QM and, given a new structure, can infer the 

energy and forces. He explained how they generated the ANI-I data set in 2016 (the method has moved 

far beyond this, but it is useful to explain the principles here). To generate the training set, molecules 

with <= 8 heavy atoms were taken from the GDB (ca 57K compounds). Conformations were generated 

for each, resulting in 22M pairs of structure/energy calculated using DFT (total energy) WB97x/6-

31g(d). Random molecules and conformations were taken from this to form the ANI-1 training set. The 

“secret sauce” was Behler and Parinello’s neural-network representation of DFT potential-energy 

surfaces.1 In ANI, each NN focusses on an atom, one for each atom type C, O, N, etc. During training, 

the ANI prediction is compared to the True QM (DFT) Energy, then the network potentials are updated. 

The molecular representation is an atom plus a sphere of 5 Å radius from the centre (short range 

interactions), the energy is the sum of the atomic contributions from that Atomic Environment, thus it 

https://github.com/dmlc/xgboost
https://github.com/chemprop/chemprop


is possible to differentiate between carbons in the same molecule which have different environments. 

The current version of ANI handles C, H, N, O, S, F and Cl;  in 2021 they introduced charged systems 

and in 2022 are working on reactions. Ligands or proteins can be input into ANI. ANI is now ported to 

pytorch (TORCH ANI).   

  

The test set comprised 131 randomly selected molecules with ten heavy atoms, resulting in over 8200 

structure/DFT energy pairs with a 300 kcal/mol energy range. Plotting E(ANI) vs E(QM) showed near 

perfect correlation (RMSE 1.2 kcal/mol). The DFT energies took an average of 1143 s/mol  to compute, 

whereas ANI energies took an average 0.0032 s/mol to compute, representing a 35,700x speed up (the 

current version is even faster).  

They next explored whether it is possible to predict when the model is wrong using ensemble 

confidence for three NN. Where networks are close in prediction there was less error to the true (DFT) 

energy while where the networks disagreed the error was found to be larger. An example of ensemble 

confidence was shown for a molecular dynamics simulation where a collapsed state resulted in the 

network ensemble average errors increasing dramatically. Such ensemble disagreement can be used 

drive data generation via active learning: ANI-1X is an automated and self-consistent data generation 

framework, where ensemble disagreement triggers further QM calculations and retraining of the 

network models in the ensemble until the networks agree. In this the structure pool can be ligands, 

proteins, peptides or antibody-drug-conjugates. In testing, ANI-1x predicted harmonic frequencies 

well for both a small molecule set from Drugbank (with a few outliers) and a tripeptide benchmark set.  

 

CCSD(T) calculations were run for a subset of compounds and used to retrain ANI to create an ANI1-

CCX. The performance of these models was assessed on a torsion benchmark set from Genentech. 

ANI1-CCX was closer to the CCSD (T) energy than the other methods assessed. Other applications to 

prediction of reaction enthalpies demonstrated that ANI1-CCX could achieve similar accuracies to high 

level quantum calculations, with a speed of 0.009 s/molecule. Promising applications of ANI to bond 

breaking and correction of computed (MM) binding free energies were described.  
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Lucian Chan from Astex spoke on 3D Pride Without 2D Prejudice: Bias Controlled Multi-level 

Generative Models for Structure-based Ligand Design. 

Summary by Morgan Thomas, University of Cambridge, UK. 

This talk expands on some earlier conference discussions on dataset bias, more specifically removing 

this bias when using generative models. Generative models can be categorised into mostly two types: 

1) Those that learn from a latent space represented by SMILES, graphs, or conformers; 2) Those that 

model input and elaborate on a graph or conformer. Astex have a pipeline of fragment screens that use 

X-ray crystallography, electron microscopy, thermal shift, and NMR to conduct fragment discovery, 

therefore, it is the latter type of generative model that is most useful for fragment methods at Astex. 

One can form a matched molecular pair database; however, this is not transparent, nor interpretable, 

and is biased (including explicit reactivity constraints). It contains 1D bias that reproduces common 

chemistry and 2D bias that has a tendency to reproduce a motif based on synthetic constraints. 

Moreover, there are distributional shifts between datasets for example, Enamine and PDB. If you extract 

chemistry from these databases, you observe different distributions of motif frequencies. Comparing 
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these ratios of frequencies between Enamine Real and PDB highlights that motif frequency can differ 

by a factor of two or more. 

Chan et al. define a multi-level model, named the PQR framework. This includes a 1D model based on 

frequencies (P), a 2D model looking at motifs and vectors (Q), and a 3D model looking at protein-ligand 

conformation and growth vectors (R). These can be combined to elaborate a 3D molecular fragment 

that match certain criteria (PQR). To achieve this, they use contrastive learning to avoid inheriting the 

bias through the 1D, 2D, and 3D models. This involves sampling “negative” examples from previous 

model to debias the data; forcing the model to focus on topology and not frequency for the 2D model, 

and to focus on growth vector and not topology for the 3D model. 

Next they investigated the ability of this PQR framework to reconstruct PDB ligands compared to 0D, 

1D and 2D baselines. All models strongly outperformed the 0D uniform sampling baseline, however, 

there was a performance improvement of the 2D model over the 1D model and more importantly, of 

the 3D model over the 2D model. The de-coupling of these biases allows this quantification of 

enrichment obtained by this contrastive learning approach. Next he showed a case where they cut a 

fragment from a ligand and tried to reproduce it. A dimensionality reduction map shows that the 

chemical space of likely replacement fragments dramatically decreases through the 1D, 2D and 3D 

models respectively. However, by using the 2D model, and even more so the 3D model, we increase 

the chance to reconstruct the true removed fragment. The 3D model is a product of all models and 

therefore the 1D model still has a strong effect on the 3D model. There exist more examples where 

higher orders of chemical dimensionality information (the 3D model) increases the correct 

identification of the true fragments. In summary, this framework decodes the 1D, 2D, and 3D 

information into separate models without inheriting bias by use of contrastive learning (by sampling 

negative data). This approach allows the proper evaluation of the bias of each particular model. 

Krysztof Maziarz, Microsoft Research UK, spoke on MoLeR: Creating a Path to More Efficient Drug 

Design. 
Summary by Morgan Thomas, University of Cambridge, UK. 

Firstly, this work is part of a collaboration between Microsoft and Novartis that allows the prospective 

validation of MoLeR – a generative model for molecular design. Additionally, Microsoft have a 

chemistry team in Cambridge that work on molecular generation, molecular properties, protein 

structures, structure-based drug design and retrosynthesis. 

Lead optimisation is typically conducted via the design-make-test-problem and can be augmented by 

generative models as a smaller in silico loop within the design stage. However, as many already exist, 

what are we looking for from yet another generative model? 

1.       To be able to constrain it to a scaffold with an arbitrary configuration of attachment points. 

2.       A model that is not easily exploited during optimisation. 

3.       Something that is fast in practice. 

 

The first requirement can be satisfied by sequential extension to a graph, so use of a Graph Neural 

Network (GNN) model is logical. The second requirement can be satisfied by assembling molecules 

from common fragments and motifs, constraining chemistry to already observed, accessible chemistry. 

The third requirement is difficult to satisfy with most GNN-based models, as there is a trade-off 

between control/constraint and simplicity/speed. Overall, it is preferred to do something well which 



could still be more efficient in total considering the full process (for example, synthesis and testing) but 

the model should still be engineered well. 

MoLeR (the proposed GNN-based generative model) produces de novo molecules belonging to the same 

distribution of a training dataset by training on that dataset of molecules. Molecule generation can by 

constrained by scaffold, only introduced at inference time. It can conduct multi-objective optimisation 

by using molecular swarm optimisation.1 Molecular motifs are extracted from the training dataset 

which is then used to decompose input molecules into identified motifs. Next, a GNN encoder embeds 

both atom level and motif level information into a latent vector which is input into a GNN decoder. 

The decoder learns to construct molecules based the latent embedding and a partial graph by selecting 

an atom/motif, attachment point or bond type. Due to this separation between encoder and decoder, 

scaffold constraints can be imposed at inference time only and the decoder can be parallelised to 

improve computational performance. 

How well does MoLeR perform on the GuacaMol benchmark?2 It seems the generative model works 

reasonably well although is not the best performing model, however, when accounting for the quality 

of molecules it performs better than most other generative models. When inspecting the scaffold-based 

benchmarks, some generative models work quite well simply by rewarding the presence of a scaffold. 

However, MoLeR is more robust as you can always specify the scaffold. Investigating computational 

efficiency by training and sampling time (mol/sec), it performs better than variational autoencoders but 

not as fast as recurrent neural networks – in practice, this is fast enough. The code is all open-source 

and can be found on GitHub. 

This approach is undergoing prospective application at Novartis and subsequently being validated on 

three in-house projects. It should be noted that this is just a pilot, and more projects will be used for 

validation. Chemists found that MoLeR had a good coverage of chemical space and that proposed 

molecules looked synthesisable (despite synthesisability not being explicitly encoded). Moreover, the 

model was useful for generating ideas that the chemists wouldn’t have considered or had previously 

ignored but upon revisiting actually turned out to be reasonable. In summary, good software 

engineering is important, everything takes longer than expected and connecting different ML 

algorithms is very complex. 
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Poster Prizes 

At the end of the second day, three poster prizes were awarded:  

 

● Academic Poster Prize Winner: Leo Klarner “Bias in the benchmark: Systematic experimental 

errors in bioactivity databases confound multi-task and meta-learning algorithms”  

● Industry Poster Prize Winner: Lauren Reid “SARkush: Automated Markush-like structure 

generation for SAR communication” 

● People’s Poster Prize Winner: William McCorkindale “Fragment-based hit discovery via 

unsupervised learning of fragment-protein complexes”   
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The poster judges were Hannah Bruce Macdonald (MSD), Connor Coley (MIT), Astrid Stroobants 

(AstraZeneca) and Marton Vass (Schrödinger). 

 

 


